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This was a dark morning in the winter when a
beautiful brown eagle landed on the window of
Seven's house and started exchanging looks
with Seveny, Seven's little brother, who loves
falcons, eagles and birds of prey in general.. He
started saying to himself with a smile on his
face:

- Glory be to God!.. How beautiful this eagle is!..
if you could catch it!

Seveny approached with bold and cautious
steps to the window, but the surprise was that
the eagle did not move!

He came closer and put his hands on it petting
it, but suddenly he cried to himself:
-What is this?..a message?!

He began to unpack the envelope that was tied
to the foot of the eagle, which quickly flew
when



he fulfilled the trust.. Seveny looked at him with

his eyes, sad for his loss. Then he looked at the
letter and rose up running:
- Seven.. Seven!..a message for you!

Seveny ran to seven, saying:
- Here you are!

Seven sat on the sofa, opening the letter,
saying:
- He is my friend, the engineer, Niney.. It has



been a long time since the last message he
sent me before I lost track of his news.. Ah..
how much I miss him!

Seven began to read the letter as Seveny
watched his facial expressions, but Seveny
was shocked when he saw that his brother's
expression was becoming sad and upset..

Soon Seven put down the letter and stood up
with determination, saying:
- There is no power or strength except with
Allah!.. It's a message of help!.. He's the evil
variable X again.. I must hurry before it
becomes too late!

Seveny turned back in surprise saying:
- Help?!..now?!..tomorrow is the feast..you can't
go, Seven!

- On the contrary! .. It is the last day of
Ramadan and I must conclude it with good
deeds; With the help of my friend.. Allah helps
his servant as long as the servant helps his
brother!



- But .. When are you heading?
- To Numbering mountain.. rather to its
summit..

- But didn't the guards arrest the bad guys there
a while ago?!

- They arrested the bad guys in the area around
him.. but none of the guards climbed
Numbering mountain, as it is very high and its
stones are so sharp.

- But how did the wicked get to his top then?

- They seem to have tunnels in the mountain.
- Or a secret way, for example.. Anyway, how
would you know?

- There's no way for me to know.. and since I'm
in a hurry and don't have time to investigate, I'll
start climbing it right away and so I'll surprise
them too!

- Have you ever climbed mountains, Seven?
- When I was young ,I did, that was my hobby!

- I am confused between your many



hobbies!..swimming, climbing trees, climbing
mountains, and..and..how did you find time for
all those hobbies?

- The time is enough for those who have the
goal.. Also, the period of childhood or youth is
the appropriate period to acquire skills for the
future, so take this opportunity, my brother!

Seven took his sword and took out the rope
and the climbing equipment, greeted his
mother and asked her for contentment and
supplication..

Seven hero came out hurried toward the
mountain to save his old friend, the engineer,
from the clutches of the evil variable X..

When Seven reached the foot of the mountain,
he tied himself with a rope then began to use
the chisel and climb, he put his hand on the
rock when he sensed that someone was
looking at





him, so he looked around but saw no one but
him.

Suddenly he heard a voice saying:
- Peace be upon you, Seven!

Seven were surprised, he looked closely and
saw his friend two of the colors, he was
camouflaged as the colors of the mountain as
usual!.. Seven replied and said:

- Nice to see you, my friend!
- Nicer to see you!.. I see you climbing the
mountain.. Are you on a new adventure?
- Yes...my friend needs help and I'm rushing to
him!
- Now?! .. You should be at home preparing for
the feast!
- But the feast will be happier when my friend is
happier!
- Amazing, Seven.. you are amazing!.. this is
how friendship should be!

Two looked up, and then added:
- Is this friend of yours at the top of the
mountain?
- Yes..



- And you intend to climb all this distance?!..
This is very dangerous.. Look for a short way..
They certainly do not always climb from here..

- It's true.. but I don't have time to search for
secret ways, because I'm in a hurry!

- This is not my opinion... Finding the way is
faster!
- you like that..

- Yes..and this is an entertaining game!..I will
look for the way while you climb and we will
see who will reach first..what do you think?

- Although this is not the time for me to play,
you can do it if you like.
- Amazing.. I will go and you will see that I will
win!

The master of colors immediately set off to go
around the mountain and search for the secret
path while Seven climbed his way..

Right hand from here and left from there.. Be
careful while you raise your right foot and
make sure that the stone is solid under your
left foot..



So in this manner, the patience of seven was
prolonged as he fought the impossible and
challenged the mountains using the chisel and
ropes!

At noon, seven heard the sound of intense
bleating.. The continual bleating seemed afraid
and anxious, so he approached cautiously and
looked, a small goat was babbling on a
secluded rock, it was afraid of a large mountain
cat that it saw on another rock that wanted to
pounce on it.. While the rest of the herd of
goats, including the mother goat, was babbles
anxiously but no dare to get close!

Seven yelled:
- Amazing; This is the first time I know that this





type of goat can live on the slopes of rugged
mountains and jump from one rock to another
so easily!

He looked at the little goat trying to escape as
the predatory cat jumped to it and suddenly...

Suddenly the cat felt that a rope had passed in
front of it and prevented it from crossing, so it
growled angrily while Seven quickly pulled the
rope.

Seven quickly took out his sword and prepared
to fight.. The big cat ran around him looking for
his weak point, then jumped on him, showing
its fangs and claws, but quickly Seven dealt
blows to it that turned it into seven parts
because

(7 x 1 = 7)..

There was silence for a short while before the
goats babbled happily and the mother goat
jumped to its daughter and licked it happily,
helping it get back into the herd!
While the big goat approached Seven, took a
babble and licked him as if to thank him, then
turned and took a babble..



Seven did not understand what it wanted at
first, then put his hand on his head smiling and
said:
- I see!.. you want me to ride.. thank you!

Seven rode on the back of the goat, which
quickly began to leap skillfully between the
rocks, while Seven were holding on to its neck
tightly, surprised with its quick and lightning
jumps!

Soon it reached a great height that the city of
numbers became very small from there, and
the temperature became very low due to the
altitude, as the more we climbed, the colder the
weather became!

Soon they heard the voice of numbers talking
and chattering next to them, so the goat
groaned while Seven came down, patting its
back and wiping it tenderly and saying:
- Allah rewards you! This favor you have given
me is priceless!

The big goat groaned, as if saying: "Welcome"
Then it immediately sped off, jumping from
one rock to another until it descended skillfully,



while Seven said to himself:
- Glory be to Allah!.. I would never have thought
that those hooves might have such a rare skill,
but Allah has power over all things!

Then Seven turned to his original task while
rubbing his hands and forearms, as he was
feeling very cold.

He approached and looked among the stones,
and there were evil guards exchanging a
conversation while they were confident, as they
did not think that anyone might be able to
climb and reach this difficult cliff!

Indeed, he began to circle the place, covered
with stones, but suddenly he heard a
screaming sound:
- You will not escape with your deeds! .. I
refuse to work with you, you evildoers!

One of the guards said sarcastically:
- Maybe we will not escape... but if we will not,
you will not escape with us!

He burst out laughing while another guard said:
- Come on!.. Aren't you claiming (pretendingly
saying) that you love your son?.. So, work fast



if you want to see him again!

The guards started laughing while seven were
looking at them among the stones, he saw his
friend, the engineer, Niney, working on a giant
catapult machine, while the guards around him
disturbed him and laughed.. He said in his
secret:
- So; They want to bombard the city from here..
What a malicious plan, you variable x villain!

Suddenly a voice from behind answered him:
- But not if the engineer and the catapult
disappeared!
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